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Tinian is a small island. In 1944 it used to be held by way of merely The Seizure of Tinian 9,000
Japanese. but it used to be so good defended by means of nature opposed to an amphibious
operation that it may well have proved an impressive and dear barrier to the ultimate conquest
of the Marianas. It had just one seashore sector compatible - through past criteria - for an
important amphibious touchdown and that seashore used to be seriously mined and assuredly
defended.The enemy, even though lengthy alerted to our intentions to assault Tinian, was once
tactically stunned after we kept away from his ready defenses and landed on small shores
totaling in width in simple terms approximately 220 yards. prior to he might get over the shock,
he used to be out-numbered and out-equipped on his personal island. His next attempt to throw
us into the water ended in whole failure. We then driven the size of the island in 9 days,
whereas agony casualties gentle compared to these of such a lot different island conquests.As
a player within the operation, I clearly take pleasure during this achievement, in addition to in
Admiral Raymond A. Spruance's evaluation: "In my opinion, the Tinian operation used to be the
most brilliantly conceived and accomplished amphibious operation in global conflict II."C. B.
CatesGeneral, U. S. Marine CorpsCommandant of the Marine Corps
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